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A BSTRACT. An n-string tangle is a three dimensional ball with n-strings which are properly
embedded in the ball. In early 90’s, C. Ernst and D. Sumners first used a tangle to describe a
DNA-protein complex. In this model, DNA is represented by a string and protein is represented
by a ball. Mu is a protein which binds to DNA at three sites and a DNA-Mu complex is called
Mu-transpososome. Knowing the DNA topology within Mu-transpososome is very important
to understand DNA transposition by Mu protein. In 2002, Pathania et al. determined that the
DNA configuration within the Mu transpososome is three branched and five noded [12]. In
2007, Darcy et al. analyzed this by using mathematical tangle and concluded that the three
branched and five noded DNA configuration is the only biologically reasonable solution [4]. In
this paper, based on the result of Pathania et al. and Darcy et al., the author determines the DNA
topology within the DNA-Mu complex after the whole Mu transposition process. Furthermore,
a new experiment is designed which can support the Pathania et al.’s result. The result of this
new experiment is predicted through mathematical knot thory.

1. I NTRODUCTION
In mathematics, a knot is a string whose two ends are attached to each other to form a loop.
One can think the string has no thickness and has no self-intersection in space [1]. We say two
knots are same if one knot can be changed to the other by deformation. The simplest knot is
an unknot which is just a circle and the next simplest knot is a trefoil knot (Figure 7). If n
many (n > 1) knots are tangled up together, we call it a link with n components. A knot (or
link) can be drawn on a two dimensional plane and such a picture of a knot (or link) is called
a projection of the knot (or link). If we draw a three dimensional ball around some parts of a
knot (or a link), we can get some segments of string in the ball. Mathematically, we define an
n-string tangle as a set (B, t) where B is a three dimensional ball and t is a set of n segments
which are properly embedded in the ball.
DNA is a sequence of 4 repeated units (nucleotides); A, T, C and G. In 3-dimensional view,
DNA looks like a long string. Bacterial DNA is in a circular form in usual, and large DNA
molecules in higher organism are linear overall. Even though DNA exists in a liner form,
it is generally constrained within some protein so two ends are not allowed to rotate. This
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kind of structure is called loop structure which is analogous to a circular form [2, 19]. When a
circular DNA binds to a protein, the conformation of the DNA-protein complex is simply a ball
(protein) with a circular string (DNA) which is very similar to the shape of a tangle. A tangle
model for DNA-protein complexes are introduced by C. Ernst and D. Sumners in late 80’s
(see Figure 15) and mathematical analysis of a tangle model is very useful for understanding
biological activities of the complex [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 15, 16, 20, 12, 17, 18].
In 20th century, DNA is revealed as a genetic object of almost of all organisms. All living
things have evolved over a long period of time, but extremely slow in speed. Hence it’s very
easy to think that the DNA with genetic information is steady element. However, it’s not true.
There are DNA sequences which can transport themselves to other location within a genome,
called transposable elements or transposons and this biological process is called a transposition
[11]. The reason why transposons are interesting is not only the mechanisms involved in the
manipulation of DNA, but also the evolutionary consequences of their mobility. Maybe they
provide the major source of mutations in the genome [11]. Thus, it is revealed that 45% of
recent human genome sequence is composed of transposons [8].
There are proteins involved in transposition. Mu is the most efficiently joining protein in
this activity. During the Mu transposition process(see Figure 6), Mu proteins bind to DNA at
three sites including Enhancer, attL and attR. This DNA-Mu complex is called transpososome.
Knowing the structure of DNA within the Mu proteins in this complex is very important to
understand the whole transposition process[13]. In 2002, Pathania et al. predicted the 3branched 5-noded configuration of DNA within the transpososome[12]. In 2007, Darcy et
al. used a 3-string tangle theory to confirm that this is the only biologically reasonable DNA
topology within the Mu-DNA complex[4].
In this paper, the author reviews the process of Mu-transposition determined DNA topology
within Mu-DNA complex after the whole transposition process. The author also constructs
idea of experiments that can support Pathania et al.’s experimental result. Furthermore, the
result of new experiment is predicted by using knot theory. Some biological and mathematical
background is introduced in section 2 and section 3. In section 4, Pathania et al.’s difference
topology experiment and Darcy et al’s mathematical analysis is reviewed. In section 5, topology of DNA within the Mu-DNA complex after the whole transposition process. A newly
designed experiment is also introduced and the result is predicted. The summary of this paper
is in section 6.

2. M U - TRANSPOSITION
In this section, biological background is reviewed to understand the topological model of
Mu-transposition in section 4 and 5.
A three dimensional image of DNA looks like a long string. However, if we zoom in on
DNA, it is double stranded Each strand consists of 4 repeated nucleotides (A, T, C, G) and the
two strands are connected by hydrogen bond. At this time, A on a strand always binds to T on
the other strand and C always binds to G. Transposable elements or a transposons are discrete
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DNA sequences in the genome that can move. In other words, they can carry themselves to
other locations within the genome [11].
There are two kinds of transposons, regarding to the size of them: insertion sequences and
composite sequences. Insertion sequences are the simplest type of transposons, the size is about
1000 base pairs. These sequences are named IS elements. The two ends of the IS element
consist of short inverted sequences: usually the two copies of the sequences are very similar
rather than identical. The common size of the inverted repeats is 9 base pairs. The process of
the transposition of an IS element is well shown in the Figure 1. An IS element is inserted in
a host DNA , and at the insertion site, a short DNA is duplicated. This specified short DNA
sequence is called a target site. In Figure 1, the target site consists of ACGGA
. A larger class
T GCCT
of transposons are called composite elements. A composite element consists of a central region
and two ends. The central region is named transposon markers and two ends are IS modules.
The two IS modules are sometimes oriented in the same direction or more commonly in the
inverted direction as in Figure 2. In some cases, IS modules are identical and sometimes they
are closely related.
Target site
ACGGA
TGCCT

Host DNA:

abcdefg
abcdefg

Transposition
ACGGA abcdefg
TGCCT abcdefg

gfedcba ACGGA
gfedcba TGCCT

Target
repeat

Inverted Target
repeat repeat

Inverted
repeat

gfedcba
gfedcba

: IS element

F IGURE 1. Transposition of an IS element. This figure is modified form [11]
The general mechanism of transposition is well illustrated in Figure 3. The first step is
making staggered breaks in the DNA with target site. And then, by disconnecting the hydrogen
bonds of target site, the target DNA will be divided into two segments with single stranded
ends. The transposon is insulted between the two segment. The gaps between single stranded
ends of target DNA and transposon are filled in and repaired.
All types of transpositions are commonly using the staggered ends(breaks). However, the
transposition mechanism can be distinguished by three different types: replicative transposition, nonreplicative transposition and conservative transposition. During the transposition
process, transposon element is transported from donor DNA to recipient DNA (or host DNA).
In other words, the DNA which involves transposon element is called a donor DNA and the
DNA with target sites of the transposon element is called recipient DNA. In replicative transposition, a transposable element is duplicated from the part of donor DNA (see Figure 4(a))
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(a)

abcdefg
abcdefg

gfedcba
gfedcba

Transposon markers

abcdefg
abcdefg

gfedcba
gfedcba

IS module has
directly repeats

IS module has
directly repeats

(b)

abcdefg
abcdefg

gfedcba
gfedcba

Transposon markers

abcdefg
abcdefg

gfedcba
gfedcba

IS module has
inverted repeats

IS module has
inverted repeats

F IGURE 2. Structure of Composite elements.
(a) Two arms of a composite element are directly oriented. (b) Two arms of a composite
element are inversely oriented.
Target site
ACGGA

Host DNA:

TGCCT

Staggered breaks

ACGGA
TGCCT

Transposon insulted
Transposon
ACGGA
TGCCT

Gaps are filled in and repaired

ACGGA
TGCCT

ACGGA
TGCCT

F IGURE 3. The general mechanism of transposition

and inserted into recipient DNA between two target sites. At the end of the replicative transposition, both donor DNA and recipient DNA have the same transposable elements. On the
other hand, in nonreplicative transposition, the element form donor DNA moves directly to
recipient DNA (see Figure 4(b)). The donor DNA is remained as broken two pieces and it can
be destroyed or repaired. Especially, the case that the broken donor DNA is resealed in which
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all nucleotide bond is conserved is called conservative transposition (see Figure 4(c)). During transposition process, there are two types of enzymes involved:trasposase and resolvase.
Transposase catalyze the transposition at the ends of the original transposon, and resolvase acts
on the duplicated copies. Hence both enzymes are involved in replicative transposition and
only transposase is involved in nonreplicative or conservative transposition.
Donor DNA

Recipient DNA

Transposition

Donor DNA

Recipient DNA

(a)

Donor DNA

Recipient DNA

(b)

Donor DNA

Recipient DNA

(c)

F IGURE 4. (a) Replicative transposition. (b) Nonreplicative transposition. (c)
Conservative transposition.
Mu is a member of transposase which can help both replicative and nonreplicative transposition. We use the pathway of replicative transposition of Mu to predict a topological structure
of Mu-DNA complex which is called Mu-transpososome. The basic pathway of replicative
transposition is shown in Figure 5. In this figure, two stranded DNA is represented by single
string. Donor DNA and recipient DNA (or host DNA) are circular DNA. By the assistance of a
transposase, the nicked ends of transposon and staggered target sites are combined. The fusion
product of a donor and recipient DNA is called a cointegrate.
The whole process of Mu transposition is well studied by Pathania et al. in [12] and [13].
There are two types of Mu proteins, MuA and MuB. Figure 6 shows the steps of Mu transposition: MuA binds to a circular DNA (donor DNA) involving the three DNA binding sites of Mu
(enhancer, attL and attR sites), MuB captures a host DNA and combine it and the donor DNA.

3. K NOTS / LINKS AND TANGLES
Mathematical background is reviewed in this section to understand the topological model of
Mu-transposition in section 4 and 5.
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Transposon

Donor DNA

Replicative
Transposition

Cointegrate

Target site

Recipient DNA

F IGURE 5. The basic route of replicative transposition. In this figure, two
stranded DNA is represented by single string.

F IGURE 6. Mu Transposition. Figure is modified from [13]
3.1. Knots and links. A knot is a looped string without self-intersection in the three dimensional space . When there are more than one knotted loops which are all tangled up, we call it a
link[1]. Knot or link can be defined with mathematical words as in Definition 3.1. The simplest
knot is the unknotted circle which is called unknot (Figure 7(a)) and the next simplest knot is
a trefoil knot which has three crossings (Figure 7(b)). The simplest link of two components
with no crossing is the unlink or trivial link (Figure 7(c)) and the next simplest link of two
components is the Hopf link which has two crossings (Figure 7(d)).
Definition 3.1. [14] A subset K of a space X is a knot if K homeomorphic with a sphere S p .
More generally K is a link if K is homeomorphic with a disjoint union S p1 ∪ · · · ∪ S pr of one
or more spheres.
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(d)

(c)

(b)

F IGURE 7. Examples of knots or links. (a) Unknot. (b) Trefoil. (c) Unlink.
(d) Hopf link.
Two knots or links are same or equivalent if one can change a knot or a link to the other
without cutting the string in the three dimensional space. In that case, we say two knots or
links are isotopic and defined in Definition 3.2.
0

Definition 3.2. [14] Two knots or links K, K in X are isotopic if there is an ambient isotopy
0
F : X × [0, 1] → X such that F (K, 0) = K and F (K, 1) = K .
Eventhough knots or links are objects in the three dimensional space, it can be drawn on the
two dimensional plane. A knot (or link) projection is a projection of a knot (or link) onto the
2-dimensional plane where under and over arcs are not specified. In this projection, no three
arcs correspond to one point on the plane and arcs cross transversely. A knot (or link) diagram
is a projection where at each crossing the over and under arcs are specified as in Figure 8 (a).
If the diagram has an orientation, we can assign +1 or -1 at each crossing as in Figure 8(b), (c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

F IGURE 8. Crossings on a knot diagram
(a) Possible crossings on a knot diagram. (b) +1 crossing. (c) -1 crossing.
Two knot (or link) diagrams are equivalent if they are related by Reidemeister moves (Figure
9). The first move says that a twist can be put into or take out from the knot (or link) diagram
as in Figure 9.I. The second move says that one can add or remove two crossings from the knot
(or link) diagram as in Figure 9.II. The third move says that one can slide a strand of knot (or
link) from one side of a crossing to the other side of the crossing as in Figure 9.III. Each of
those three moves are ambient isotopy, hence two knot diagrams before and after Reidemeister
moves are equivalent.
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I

II

III

F IGURE 9. Reidemeister moves
Finally, two special knot types (used in section 5) are intoroduced in the following two
definitions.
Definition 3.3. [1] A knot is called a torus knot if it lies on an unknotted torus, without crossing
over or under themselves as they lie on the torus. When a torus knot wraps meridion of a torus
p times and longitude or a torus q times, we say the torus knot as (p, q)-torus knot. (See Figure
10(a) for an example.)
Definition 3.4. [1] Let K1 be a knot inside an unkntted solid torus. We knot that solid torus
in the shape of a second knot K2 . This will take the knot K1 that lies inside the original solid
torus to a new knot inside the knotted solid torus. We call this new knot, K3 , a satellite knot.
(See Figure 10(b) for an example.)

(a)

(b)

F IGURE 10. (a) Example of a (p, q)-torus knot. (b) Example of a satellite knot
3.2. Tangles. An n-string tangle is a three dimensional ball with n strings which are properly
embedded in the ball (Definition 3.5). Examples of 3-string tangles are shown in Figure 11.
Definition 3.5. An n-string tangle is a pair (B, t), where B is a 3 dimensional ball and t is a
set of arcs embedded in B. The two end points of each arc lie on the boundary of B.
Two tangles are equivalent if they are ambient isotopic keeping the boundary of B fixed.
We say two tangles T1 , T2 are freely isotopic if there is an isotopy of the 3-ball taking T1 to T2 ,
which is not necessarily fixed on its boundary.
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(e)

F IGURE 11. Examples of 3-string tangles
There are three types of tangle: If a tangle T = (B, t) is freely isotopic to a tangle with
no crossing, then we say T is a rational tangle (for example, Figure 11(a), (c) and (d)). T is
locally knotted if there is a 2-sphere S in B that intersect one of the two strings transversely in
two points and the string in S is knotted with end points on S (for example, Figure 11(b)). In
the case that T is neither rational nor locally knotted, T is called a prime tangle (for example,
Figure11(e)).
4. D IFFERENCE T OPOLOGY E XPERIMENTS OF M U - TRANSPOSOSOME
In section 2, we look over the DNA transposition by Mu proteins. As in Figure 6, MuA
binds to a circular host DNA at Enhancer(E), attL(L) and attR(R) during the transposition
process. Such Mu-DNA complex is called Mu transpososome. Knowing the topology of DNA
within the Mu transpososome is very important key to understand the whole process of Mu
transposition [12]. Pathania et al. developed a method to determine the DNA topology within
the complex which is called difference topology.
In difference topology experiment[12], a protein Cre is used. Cre binds to DNA at two specific sites and performs DNA recombination by cut-and-rejoin action as in Figure 12. Assume
there is a supercoiled circular DNA with two Cre binding sites. The topology of DNA after
Cre recombination is unlink as in Figure 13. However, when protein binds to DNA and trapped
some DNA supercoils, the DNA topology after Cre recombination is Hopf link as in Figure 13.
By using this difference of DNA topology between two Cre recombination products, one can
predict the conformation of DNA within the DNA-protein complex.
Since Mu has three DNA binding sites, Mu transpososome has three DNA loops out of Mu
proteins (see Figure 6 and 15). Pathania et al. performed Cre recombination with those outside
DNA loops. Since there are three outside loops, one can do three different Cre recombination
on three different pairs of DNA loops. Figure 14 summarizes the main difference topology
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F IGURE 12. DNA recombination by Cre. Courtesy: I. Darcy.

Cre
−binding

A Protein
−binding

Cre
−binding

Cre
Recombination

Cre
Recombination

F IGURE 13. Example of difference topology experiments
experiments of Mu transpososome. In Figure 14, the gray ball represents Mu and the yellow
ball represents Cre. In the first experiment, the product DNA of Cre recombination is a 3-noded
knot (trefoil), which means there are three crossings between E &L and E & R. In the second
experiment, the product DNA of Cre recombination is also a 3-noded knot (trefoil), which implies there are three crossings between L &E and L&R. In the third experiment, the product
DNA of Cre recombination is 4-noded link, which means there are four crossings between
R &E and R &L. From putting all results together, one can conclude that the DNA topology within the Mu transpososome has 3-branched(this is biologically reasonable assumption
[12]) five noded configuration such that two crossings between E &R and L&R, one crossing
between E &L. Remark that Pathania et al. performed more experiments considering the orientation of Cre binding sites and linear DNA with Enhancer site. See [12, 13, 4, 9, 10, 3] for
more detail.
As one can see from Figure 6, 12, 13, and 14, a DNA-protein complex is simply drawn by
a ball with strings. The ball represents a protein and the strings represent DNA. In the late
90’s, D. Summers and C. Ernst developed a tangle model of a DNA-protein complex. This
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F IGURE 14. Difference topology experiments of Mu transpososome.
model assumes the protein is a three dimensional ball and the protein-bound DNA are strings
embedded inside the ball as in Figure 15. Usually the main goal is knowing the tangle T , i.e.
the shape of strings in the three dimensional ball of the tangle T which represents the topology
of protein bound DNA.

F IGURE 15. Mu transpososome corresponds to a 3-string tangle.
By using a tangle model, Pathania et al.’s difference topology experiments of Mu transpososome can be formulated as in Figure 16(a). In 2007, I. Darcy et al.[4] analyzed the 3-string
tangle equations in Figure 16(a) and conclude that the only biologically relevant solution tangle
is the tangle in Figure 16(b) which is congruent with Pathania et al.’s result.
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T

T
3−noded knot

E
T

T
3−noded knot

T

R

L

T
4−noded catenane

(a)

(b)

F IGURE 16. Tangle model of Mu transpososome. Figure from [9]

5. DNA T OPOLOGY OF M U - TRANSPOSITION AND T YPE 2 COMPLEX
In this section, we focus on the topology of DNA during the replicative transposition by Mu.
In other words, the topology of DNA within the ’type2’ complex in Figure 6. While Pathania et
al. used ’type1’ complex to determine DNA topology within the Mu and Darcy et al. analyzed
a tangle model of it, the author suggest another different topology experiments with the ’type2’
complex and discuss how this new method can support the existing result and theory.
As we’ve reviewed in section 2, replicative transposition of DNA proceeds trough a cointegrate (see Figure 5). The transposon involved in replicative Mu transposition is DNA segments
which are composed of enhancer, attL and attR. There are two types of Mu proteins which
are involved in this transposition, one is MuA and the other is MuB. MuA is the protein that
binds to DNA at three specific sites (enhancer, attL and attR) to form Mu-transpososome (type
1 complex in Figure 6) and activates site cleaves at the end of transposon. MuB protein captures the target DNA, recruits it to the active site of Mu A. Figure 17 illustrates the process of
replicative DNA transposition by Mu proteins. To focus on the topology of DNA, the author
does not mention about accessory factors(proteins) in transposition process (see [11, 12, 13]
for more detail).
The topology of DNA after Mu transposition in Figure 17 stimulates curiosity about the
topology of DNA within the ’type2’ complex in Figure 6. Since the transposons are duplicated
in a cointegrate product, applying the result in Figure 17 to type 2 complex is complicate and
difficult work. Figure 18 is drawn very carefully by applying the product topology of Mu
transposition to the conformation of type 2 complex. Note that Figure 18 (a) is topologically
equivalent to the DNA topology of cointegrate product in Figure 17 as unlink.
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attL

Dornor DNA
(Transposon)

enhancer

Cointegrate

attR

Recipient DNA
(Target DNA)

F IGURE 17. Replicative transposition process of DNA by Mu protein

E
L

E
R

(a)

L

R

(b)

F IGURE 18. Topology of DNA within type2 complex. In this figure, E, L and
R represent enhaner, attL and attR, respectively. (a) Double strands of DNA
are all drawn. (b) Double strands in part(a) is simplified to single string.
Our main goal is getting information about the conformation of Mu transpososome through
the DNA topology of type 2 complex. As one can see from Figure 18 (b), when we regard two
DNA strands as single string, the DNA topology within type2 complex is unknot. This does not
give us any new information, so one can consider performing cre recombination experiment
before MuB protein captures target DNA. In other words, one can develop new difference
topology experiment with following steps:
(1) Let MuA binds to a circular DNA involving the tree DNA binding sites, enhancer, attL
and attR.
(2) When type1 complex is obtained, perfom cre recombination on two outside DNA
loops, call the product complex ’type1∗ ’.
(3) MukB protein captures target DNA and let cointegrate product (type1∗ + target DNA)
be built through replicative transposition. Call the product complex ’type2∗ ’.
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Of course, this experiment will be under the same environment with Pathania et al.’s experiment[12].
Since there are three different outside DNA loops on type1 complex, one can perfom three
Cre recombination experiments on three pairs of two outside loops as in Figure 14 and so there
are three different type1∗ complexes. MuB will capture target DNA and does transposition activity on each of three type1∗ complexes. Finally the three type2∗ complexes will be obtained.
The schematic outline of this new difference topology experiment is shown in Figure 19.

F IGURE 19. Difference topology experiments with three different type1∗
complexes. In this figure, the yellow balls and green balls represent Cre and
MuB protein, respectively.

Now, very interesting knots can be obtained as product DNA topology within type2∗ complexes other than unknot. By applying the result of the topology of DNA within type2 complex
(Figure 18(b)), one can predict knot types of DNA within type2∗ complex. Let’s get more into
the experiment in Figure 19(a), then we can get a satellite knot with 13 crossings. See Figure
20. Similarly, for the experiments in Figure 19(b)&(c), a (2,3)-torus knot and unknot are obtained by applying DNA topology within type2 complex in Figure 18(b). See Figure 21. As
in Figure 21, the product DNA is much simpler than one in Figure 20. This is because, there
appears a linear DNA during the process of constructing cointegrate products. A (2,p)-torus
knots(or links) and unknot are very common knot types as DNA recombination product.
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E

L

R

L

R

(b)

(a)

(c)

F IGURE 20. DNA topology within type2∗ complex which is in Figure 19(a).
(a) Double stranded DNA are all drawn. (b) Double strands of DNA are simplified by single string. (c) A knot in part(b) is equivalent to a satellite knot
with 13 crossings.
E
L

E
R

L

R

(b)

(a)

F IGURE 21. (a) DNA topology within type2∗ complex which is in Figure
19(b). The product DNA topology is equivalent to a (2,3)-torus knot. (b) DNA
topology within type2∗ complex which is in Figure 19(c).The product DNA
topology is unknot.

6. S UMMARY
In 2002, Pathania et al. determined that the conformation of DNA within Mu transpososome
is three branched and five noded as in Figure 15. Based on this result[12], the author determined the DNA topology within type2 complex. In other words, under the 3-branched and
5-noded assumption, the topology of DNA after replicative transposition by Mu is determined
as in Figure 18. An experiment supporting Pathania et al.’s result is designed by means of
DNA conformation within type2 complex as in Figure 19. One can predict the product DNA
topology of this new experiment as in Figure 20 and 21. Furthermore, if we get the result
in real experiment, it can strongly support the result of Pathania et al.’s difference topology
experiment: the 3-branched 5-noded DNA configuration within the Mu transpososome.
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